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STAY IN
TOUCH

WIRO
SUSPENDED | WALL
TABLE | FLOOR
T30/32 max. 60W | E27
220-240VAC | 50-60Hz
varnished steel | lacquered
incl. black textile cable plug and dimmer
black | white | rust | copper
multiple suspension base round
for up to 8 lamps
decentered connector set
for one lamp

It was the lace-up back detail of an elegant evening gown
that just captivated Serge Cornelissen. So the designer
created a luminaire featuring the very sophistication of
the dresses’ delicate lacing it was inspired by: GRACE.
Exuding a sense of airiness and transparency, this
luminaire lets architectural details shine through.
Designed by Serge Cornelissen

With ROOMOR, Wever & Ducré has developed a product
that perfectly adapts to its surroundings. Inspired by
the design style of the Roaring Twenties, this luminaire
features an eye-catching cable arrangement and comes
in various colours and countless variations. Whether you
want it to bring some chic into your office or that certain
something into a hotel lobby – ROOMOR is up to the task.

ROOMOR
CEILING | SUSPENDED
WALL | TABLE | FLOOR
LED QA60 max. 12W | E27
or PAR16 max. 35W | GU10
painted or powder coated
steel & aluminium | black | grey | red
felt grey | felt brown
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“Behind every successful design there is an objective,
streamlined development process,” says Bernd Steinhuber about his pragmatic approach. And the success of
the WIRO collection proves his point. Therefore, the wire
luminaire is now also available as a wall, floor or table
version and features a new suspension system that lifts
all limits otherwise set by pre-defined light outlets.
We’d say: An unbeatable all-rounder.

GRACE
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Designed by Bernd Steinhuber

SURFACE | SUSPENDED
LED 17W | 2700K
1200lm | CRI90 | 220-240VAC
aluminium powder coated
textile ribbons | dimmable
red | gold | black | white
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REVER
SUSPENDED
WALL | TABLE | FLOOR
LED C35 or P25 max.6W | E14
or LED QA60 max.15W | E27
plated or powder coated steel
polycarbonate | incl. cable plug and dimmer
lamp body: green | grey | white | yellow | rose
tray: gold | chrome | copper | black chrome
white | black

Can you capture the fleeting beauty of a dewdrop? You
can. “But only if you focus on the phenomenon behind
it,” explain 13&9 Design. “The hydrophobic effect that
lets water drip off or adhere to surfaces creates not only
round forms, but rather a variety of distinctive hanging,
clinging and standing shapes. This is exactly what the
concept of this biophilic design collection is based on.”
Sounds too theoretical? Just sit back and watch these
shimmering glass forms.
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Teaming up with Wever & Ducré, the renowned designer
Marcello Ziliani has created an eclectic collection of
luminaires. The lapels of men’s jackets served as a model
for the diff users’ shape. The lamp body is composed of a
single piece of injection-moulded polycarbonate. Inspired
by delicate linens, the surface texture is achieved through
complex, cutting-edge laser technology. Available in a
variety of colours and metal finishes, REVER gives any
room an elegant yet warm atmosphere.
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Designed by Marcello Ziliani

Designed by 13&9 Design

COSTA

DEWDRO
CEILING | SUSPENDED
WALL | TABLE | FLOOR
QT14 max. 20W/LED C35 max. 20W
or LED QA60 max. 25W | G9/E14/E27
220-240VAC | 50-60Hz
handblown glass | aluminium &
steel powder coated | incl. black cable
plug/dimmer | white opal | grey
smoke gold
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MIRRO
13&9 Design’s focus is on people, which is why the
designers are always determined to create a meaningful
connection between a product and its user. In the case
of MIRRO, a luminaire created in collaboration with
fashion designer Sabrina Stadlober, this was achieved by
incorporating a reflecting metallic surface element that
resembles a mirror and creates a dynamic relationship
between user, luminaire and light.
Designed by 13&9 Design

CEILING | SUSPENDED
WALL | TABLE | FLOOR
LED QA60 max. 15W | E27
aluminium & steel powder coated
aluminium | composite panel
incl. black textile cable plug and dimmer
gold | black chrome

FLOOR | SUSPENDED
LED 3W | 300lm | IP44 | 0.9kg / 1.1kg
temperature adjustable from
2200-4000K | rechargeable li-ion
battery incl. charger | light for 8 hours
5 hours charging time
polyethylene | polypropylene
hook: black | orange | blue | yellow

WEVER & DUCRÉ

Barcelona’s coast is the perfect place for
collecting not only seashells, but also
ideas. And it’s exactly where we found the
inspiration for our COSTA collection too.
What we’ve done with this inspiration,
you ask? Created playful luminaires with
decorative accents that resemble the
colourful nets of Spanish fishermen and
the fine texture of sunshades. Thanks to
their smart design, the luminaires can be
used either directly on the floor as floor
lamps or as hanging lamps.
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